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The aim of the present paper is to investigate the propagation of free torsional waves in a non-homogeneous 
magneto-visco.elastic slab with a cylindrical hole aud obtqin frequency equation. Tho shear modulus p and the 
density p of the slab are assumed to vary as some power of the radial distance. 
Recently Chakravortil discussed the propagation of torsional waves in E perfectly, conducting elastic 
cylinder and a tube under the influence of R uniform axial magnetic field. Chzgndrashekharaiab2, by consider- - 
ing a circular cylinder end a-circular tube, made up of a perfectly conducting visco-elastic material repre-- 
senting a parallel union of the Kelvin and Maxwell bodies, studied the propagation of torsional waves in 
these bodies in the pressnce pf an axial magnetic field. Chakravarty3 discussed the problem of free 
torsional vibrations of an  inhomogeneous slab with a, cylindrical hole. As a sequal tc these, the present 
paper is an attempt to discuss the propagation of free torsional waves in a non-homogeneous magneto- 
visco-elastic slab with a cylindrical hole. We asst me that the slab is made of a perfectly conductingnon- 
bomogen2ous visco-elastic material representing a parallel union of Kelvin and Maxwell bodies. The 
non-homogeneity of the slab is due to thevariable she9r modillus p and variable density p. Two cases 
have been considered : [a)  when both the density p aild sheal modulus p of the rlab vary as some power of 
redial distance; (b) when p is constant and only p varies. In both tbe cases frequency equati~ns have been 
derived. Such problems of magneto-elastic-vibrations have been found to be useful in various branches of 
science like Astrophysics, Plasm~a-physics, Acoustics4, etc. 
P R O B L E M ,  F U N D A M E N T A L  E Q U A T I O N S  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  
Considera perfectly conducting non-homogeneous visco-elastic slab with a cylind~ical hole placed in 
a magnetic field and surrounded by vacuum. We suppose that the axis of z-coincides with the axis of the 
cylindrical hole. Referred to the cylindrical co-ordinates (r ,  8, z]  the faces of the slab are z = & h and the 
cylindrical hole surface is given by r=u. The problem being one of magneto-visco-elasticity, the funda- 
m e n t ~ ]  equations are t h x e  of electro-magnetism and of visco-elasticity. Maxwell's equatioi~e governing 
the electromagnetic field are, \ , 
\ 
where the displacement o ~ r r ~ n t  is neglected and Gavssian u ~ l i t ~  have been used. By Ohm's law, we have, 
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In equations (1) to (6) H, B, E, J respectively denote the magnetic intensity, magnetic i~dsction, 
electric intensity and current density vectors, f i  and u respectively denote magnetic permeability an2 
-]c 
electrical conductivity of the slab ; 41 the displacement vector in tlie strained state and c is " th~  
velocity of light. 
hsuming that the temper&m&+emins canshnt, -the stress-strain relation as given in Nowacki5 
for visoo-elastic-&, is, 
(I +q$) * ~ g = ~ p ( l + r n ~ $ )  eij (6; 
where 
1 8.. = uij - - s 6jj: (s = 3ke) 
'3 3 (7) 
1 
eu - EG - - e eG, (e = E&) 3 -
are deviatoric components of the stress and strain tensors uij and EG, h and p are Lame's constants, 
K = h + 21q3 is the bulk modulus, ml, m, are visco-elastic moduli and 69 is Kronecker's delta. 
The strain displacement relation is 
, 
at.,. = utj + ttj, i (8) 
and 
where p is the density of the slab. From equations.(l) to (9) it is clear that the electromagnetic field is 
+ - 
interaction with the meohanical field due to the prewnce of u, in (5).  Eliminating Su, eu and s from equa- 
tions (6) and (7), we obtain, 
Moreover, the electromagnetic field equations ia vacuum are, 
\ 
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(11) 
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+- 1 ah* curl E* = - - - 
c at (13) 
.3 
+ 1 3E* curl h*=:--- 
c at (14) 
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where h is the perturbation of the magnetic field and E is the electric field in vacuum. 
3 
gince we are considering torsional vibration, thedisplacement vector u has only v as its non-vanishing 
component which is independent of 0 in cylindrical co-ordinates, i.e., 




